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DO YOU PLAN TO OPEN FAST-FOOD BAR OR SHOP AND YOU HAVE NO PROPERTY?

THIS OFFER IS FOR YOU!
Mobile modular pavilions are an innovative and future solution. Their advantage are the ease of
installation and removal, the ability to change the location, any size and extension- through
combination of several modules. Our facilities feature a high level of aesthetics and modern
design, which attract the attention of customers.

TECHNOLOGY THAT GIVES
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Mobile modular pavilions are an innovative and future solution. Their advantage are the ease of installation and removal, the ability to change the
location, any size and extension- through combination of several modules.
Our facilities feature a high level of aesthetics and modern design,
which attract the attention of customers.

REVOLUTIONARY
.pl
ALTERNATIVE

TO STATIONARY

STATIONARY DINING

Our offer is for people interested in
opening a catering bar or commercial
shop, companies which expose their
products on exhibitions and companies
need social pavilions
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MOBILE BUSINESS
Offered pavilions give you the opportunity to
become owner of mini restaurants, bars, shops
and other premises. Many people invest in stationary
local, and when it turns out that at a given
location the sale is not satisfactory, their dreams
of success does not come true. Think of solutionyour bar or shop working summer at the beach,
winter in the mountains and the
rest of the year near the shopping
mall in one of the big cities, and
you earn a full year! Dreams of
success can become real, you just develop
a good plan.
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Produced by us commercial pavilions are
made from the highest quality materials. Construction of pavillons are made of steel square profiles. Covered
.pl doped outside with standard white color. Interior made of H17 stainless steel. Floor made of waterproof
with Aluminum sheets AL=1 mm thickness,
plywood, anty-slide floor finish in color that fits to tables. As a manufacturer, we are able to design containers, taking into account your individual
needs. The size, materials used in production, exterior and interior finish are just some of the elements on which way you have the performance
impact.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
electric installation 230V
counting board
three electric sockets 230V
lighting point
one flap
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ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
power installation 400V
additiona sockets 230V and 400V
additional flaps
devices
painting in one color from RAL palette
advertisement LED coffers
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